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• We already know that

“Energy efficiency offers a vast, low-cost 

energy resource for the U.S. economy”
McKinsey & Company, Unlocking Energy Efficiency in the U.S. Economy, July 2009

• The South, however, has been slow to act.
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• No growth in energy use for 20 years

– waste would drive 16% growth

• Retire many (10 GW) old power plants, and avoid 

many (49 GW) more

• Save customers $41 billion per year by 2020, or 

$26 per month for each household

• Create 380,000 new jobs and $1.2 billion in 

additional economic growth

• Save 8.6 billion gallons of freshwater
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Source: Brown et al., “Energy Efficiency in the South,” 

Southeast Energy Efficiency Alliance (April 2010).



Source: Brown et al., “Energy Efficiency in the South,” 

Southeast Energy Efficiency Alliance (April 2010).
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Sources: EIA Form 861; ACEEE, Meeting Aggressive 

New State Goals for Utility-Sector Energy Efficiency.
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Source: ACEEE, The 2009 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard.
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Source: CEE, The State of the Efficiency Program Industry:

Budgets, Expenditures and Impacts, 2009.
Notes: Load management budget data not included. SACE allocated multi-state budgets to 

states. BPA/NEEP budgets allocated based on state population. TVA budget allocated 

based on its kWh sales by state.
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TVA Board:
50% increase for 
2011 EE budget

NC & SC 
studying new 
EE policies

GA PSC:
New programs 
will “help to lead 
Georgia out of 
the bottom”

FL PSC:
“inertia of 
the past” vs
“innovation 
of the future”
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Actual data 2005 –

2008 (Source: EIA)
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Cumulative utility program impacts assume:

• Achievement of commission goals or resource plan estimates

• Continuation of prior annual savings if no goals or resource plan

• Program impacts last 12 years

GWh 2005 2010 2015 2020

Annual Impacts 325 1,400 2,700 2,500

(“High Case”)

Duke Energy

(Other Southern Co)

Georgia Power

FPL

Carolinas

Progress Energy
Florida

TVA

Others



• Overall, first quarters of full program deployment show:

– Impacts exceeding expectations

– Costs below expectations: Cost of saved energy is 14 ¢ / annual kWh

– Too early to say if this trend will continue

• Lighting leading impacts

• Residential assessments and HVAC / heat pumps higher than 

expected

• Trade ally network critical in marketing
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Duke Energy Carolinas, Duke Energy’s Carolinas Energy Efficiency Results Through 

March, 2010, report to Carolinas Energy Efficiency Collaborative, June 4, 2010.



• Home Energy Comparison Report

– Typically 2% savings, virtually immediate

– Links customers to broader offerings

– GRU, plus pilots by Duke & Gulf

• Energy recycling (including combined heat & power)

– Tends to fall through the cracks (pushed?)

– New 35% state tax credit in North Carolina

• Building recommissioning

– Often missing from efficiency potential studies

– Not yet offered in Southeast

– Offered in many states (examples: AZ, CO, IA)
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8% by 2020 across

8 Southeastern states



• 2009 efficiency budgets: 

$304 million

– Plus $345 million for load 

management

• 2008 saved energy cost: 

~ 31¢ / annual kWh

– High cost driven by FL

• Efficiency budgets

~ $1 billion / year

– Based on announced goals
$0.0

$1.0

$2.0

2010 2015 2020

Annual Efficiency 
Investment
$ Billions

Achieve 8% cumulative

savings potential

Announced efficiency goals
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Sources, cost and budget data: CEE, The State of the Efficiency Program Industry:

Budgets, Expenditures and Impacts, 2009; 2008 annual energy savings calculated  

from US Energy Information Administration data.
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Utility integrated resource plans already show  over

7,000 MW of efficiency and load management,

compared about 9,000 MW of nuclear through 2021.

2012 2015 2018 2021

Source: SACE analysis of utility resource plans in the Carolinas, 

Georgia, Florida and Tennessee Valley Authority.
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Efficiency:

~ $8 billion

Nuclear:

~ $45 billion

Total capital cost.

Efficiency cost: see prior slide. Does not include load management.

Nuclear cost $5,000 / kW (various public sources). Does not include 

operating costs.

2012 2015 2018 2021

Source: SACE analysis of utility resource plans in the Carolinas, 

Georgia, Florida and Tennessee Valley Authority.

New Plants

Retirements



• Of course nuclear energy is an obstacle

– Utility planning practices put nuclear energy first

– Utility earnings opportunities put nuclear energy first

• When nuclear energy goes first

– Sucks all the “air” (capital) out of the room

– Drives rate impacts of energy efficiency up

– Dominates transmission planning analysis

• In fact, utilities (and their consultants) are extremely 

reluctant to have open discussions with SACE because we 

aren’t on the “nuclear bandwagon”
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• Myths:
– Low electric rates make efficiency infeasible

– Low-income people are an obstacle*
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* “These low-income households are truly unable to participate in any energy efficiency and 

conservation efforts.” – Testimony of South Carolina Public Service Commissioner David A. 

Wright before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee on a national Renewable 

Portfolio Standard, February 10, 2009. 
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In comments to a legislative study  committee, SCE&G 

cited having “some of the lowest electricity prices in the 

country” as one of the factors that “prohibit or inhibit 

our ability to be more energy efficient.” (State 

Regulation of Public Utilities Review Committee, 

November 17, 2008.)



Example Bill Impact for Participating Customers

Avg  
Monthly 

Usage (kWh) 

Reduction in 
Usage 

(kWh/mo)

Adjusted 
Usage (kWh)

Approx. 
Monthly 
Savings

Approx. 
Annual 
Savings

Home Energy House Call with Kit 1,000 81 919 $6.71 $80.51

6 CFLs 1,000 32 968 $2.66 $31.87

Smart $aver Central A/C 1,000 70 930 $5.82 $69.89

$15.19 $182.27Gross Customer Benefit

$1.74 $20.83Approximate Rider Expense

$13.45 $161.44
Net  Benefit to Customer 
After Rider

NOTES: Assumes residential tail block rate = $0.083/kWh

Assumes energy efficiency rider = $0.001736/kWh

Assumes typical residential customer uses (on average) 1,000 kWh per month

Raiford Smith, Duke Energy Carolinas, Docket 2009-226-E, December 2, 2009
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Duke Energy Carolinas Save-a-Watt Program Bill Analysis



• Lack of information, awareness

• Lack of capital

• Utility financial regulation – disincentive to utility 

support

• Utility planning policy – energy efficiency not 

equal to supply resources

• Efficiency programs not up to date

• Transaction costs

• “Split incentive” or “Principal-Agent” problem

21

National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (July 2006)



• One party makes decisions affecting end-use energy 

efficiency

• A different party bears the consequences of those decisions

– Builders affect homebuyers

– Owners affect tenants (commercial & residential)

– One department makes decisions, another pays bills

• “some 50% of total US residential energy usage is subject to 

the [split incentives problem]”
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Prindle, Bill, Quantifying the Effects of Market Failures in the End-Use of Energy, 

ACEEE for International Energy Agency (February 2007).

Murtishaw, Scott and Jayant Sathaye, Quantifying the Effect of the Principal-Agent 

Problem on US Residential Energy Use, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 

Report LBNL-59773 (August 2006).



• Myths:
– Low electric rates make efficiency infeasible

– Low-income people are an obstacle*

• Reality: The South has lacked . . .
– legislative standards similar to those adopted in many states

– utility regulatory commission support

– high quality programs, with economies of scale to achieve low costs

– interest of utility management

– rate structures that promote efficiency

– financial incentives for utility success (utilities face disincentives)

– customer-friendly financial structures (performance contracting, etc.)
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* “These low-income households are truly unable to participate in any energy efficiency and 

conservation efforts.” – Testimony of South Carolina Public Service Commissioner David A. 

Wright before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee on a national Renewable 

Portfolio Standard, February 10, 2009. 



• Advocate for legislative standards similar to those adopted in 

many states

• Educate and build utility regulatory commission support

• Offer high quality programs to utilities, with economies of scale 

to achieve low costs

• Pique the interest of utility management

• Advocate for rate structures that promote efficiency

• Advocate for financial incentives for utility success (utilities 

face disincentives)

• Advocate for customer-friendly financial structures (performance 

contracting, etc.)
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• Southern Alliance for Clean Energy promotes responsible energy choices 

that create global warming solutions and ensure clean, safe and healthy 

communities throughout the Southeast.

– Climate Action Strategies

– Clean Energy

– Clean Fuels / Transportation

– Energy Efficiency

– High Risk Energy Choices

• The Energy Efficiency program is working to promote

– Resource standards achieving all cost-effective energy efficiency

– Sustainable efficiency programs which take advantage of “economy of scale” to enhance 

cost-effectiveness

– Performance-based financial incentives for utility-led energy efficiency

– Energy recycling, including combined heat and power

– Energy efficiency as an equal to supply-side resources
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Thank you for your time 

and attention!

John D. Wilson
Director of Research

Southern Alliance for Clean Energy

wilson@cleanenergy.org

blog.cleanenergy.org

@Wilson_Energy


